Modeling and reasoning about concurrent quantum systems is very important for both distributed quantum computing and quantum protocol verification. As a consequence, a general framework formally describing communication and concurrency in complex quantum systems is necessary. For this purpose, we propose a model named qCCS. It is a natural quantum extension of classical value-passing CCS which can deal with input and output of quantum states, and unitary transformations and measurements on quantum systems. The operational semantics of qCCS is given in terms of probabilistic labeled transition system. This semantics has many different features compared with the proposals in the available literature in order to describe the input and output of quantum systems which are possibly correlated with other components. Based on this operational semantics, the notions of strong probabilistic bisimulation and weak probabilistic bisimulation between quantum processes are introduced. Furthermore, some properties of these two probabilistic bisimulations, such as congruence under various combinators, are examined.
Introduction
Much attention has been devoted to quantum computation and quantum information theory (QCQI) in the last two decades since Feynman [8] proposed the idea that a quantum mechanical system can be used to perform computation. Benefiting from the possibility of superposition of different basis states and the linearity of quantum operations, quantum computing may provide considerable speedup over its classical analogue [33, 12, 13] . To provide techniques of considering computational problems in a conceptual way, rather than focusing on the details of low-level implementations, some authors began to study the design and semantics of quantum programming languages. Knill made the first step by proposing a set of basic principles for writing quantum pseudo-codes [17] , while the first real quantum programming language, QCL, is due to Ömer [25, 26] . A quantum programming language in the style of Dijkstra's guarded-command language, qGCL, was designed by Sanders and Zuliani in [28, 39, 40] . They also presented a probabilistic predicate transformer semantics and a refinement calculus for their language. A quantum extension of C++ was proposed by Bettelli et al. [5] , and it was implemented in the form of a C++ library. The first functional quantum programming language, QPL, was proposed by Selinger [32] based on the idea of classical control and quantum data. For detailed surveys on quantum programming languages and related researches, we refer to [31] or [9] .
The languages presented so far are, however, mostly designed for sequential quantum computing, where no communication between physically separated parties is considered. Design and investigation of languages which can describe quantum concurrent systems and their communication behaviors have just begun. On the other hand, although constructing real quantum computers in which quantum programming can be applied is very difficult, quantum cryptography [7, 2, 1] , which can provide absolute security in principle even when it has been attacked by a potential quantum eavesdropper, has been developed so rapidly that quantum cryptographic systems became commercially available recently [27] . So, to some extent the need for a language describing concurrent systems is more urgent than that for sequential computations in the realm of quantum world. Furthermore, a framework of modeling and reasoning about quantum concurrent systems will provide techniques to prove the properties, such as correctness and security, of quantum cryptographic protocols, just as we have noticed in classical world.
The first step of constructing such a general framework of modeling quantum concurrent systems was made independently by Jorrand and Lalire [16] , and Gay and Nagarajan [10] . In [16] , a process algebra for quantum processes was proposed which can describe both classical and quantum information passing. Later on, Lalire presented for their language a probabilistic branching bisimulation which identifies quantum processes associated with process graphs having the same branching structure [19, 20] . In [10] , a language called CQP (Communicating Quantum Processes), which combined the communication primitives of pi-calculus from [22] with primitives for unitary transformations and measurements, was defined. One distinctive feature of CQP is a type system which can guarantee the physical realizability of quantum processes. However, no equivalence notions between processes were presented there.
The main purpose of this paper is to propose a different model for quantum concurrent systems. This model, which we call qCCS, is a quantum extension of classical value-passing CCS [14, 15] . To avoid no-go operations such as quantum cloning in syntactical level, we explicitly introduce the notion of free quantum variables, which intuitively denote the quantum systems a process can reference. When constructing more complicated processes from simpler ones, this type of variables must be taken into consideration. For example, if q is one of the free quantum variables of P then the process c!q.P is invalid because we cannot reference a quantum system when it has been output. This is in sharp contrast with classical variables, as classical values can be copied arbitrarily so that we can use them even after they have been output. As a consequence, the syntax of qCCS is more complicated than those in [10] and [16] . But a type system as introduced in [10] is not necessary in qCCS. Note also that in [16] , there was no such mechanism to avoid invalid quantum processes.
In classical process algebra, both call-by-value and call-by-name strategies can be adopted in the design of semantics. This flexibility is partially due to the fact that classical information can be cloned arbitrarily, and so we can talk about classical information without explicitly referring to the physical carrier of the information. Quantum information, however, cannot be perfectly cloned unless it is known. So the only universal way to realize quantum information transmission is to transfer the physical system which carries the information. As a consequence, only call-by-name semantics can be given in quantum process algebra.
To present the operational semantics of qCCS, we introduce the notion of configuration which is a pair consisting of a quantum process and an accompanied context instantiating all free quantum variables of the process. Intuitively, the context describes the quantum environment in which the process is performed. The operational semantics of qCCS is then given as a probabilistic labeled transition system consisting of configurations. There are some differences between our approach and the previous ones presented in literature. The first one is that in our semantics, transitions are from configurations to probability distributions over configurations, i.e.
→⊆ Con × Act × D(Con)
where Con is the set of configurations and D(Con) is the set of finite-support distributions on Con. Notice that in [16] and [10] , probabilistic choice induced by quantum measurement was resolved in each step. This was achieved by introducing a new kind of transition → p to represent an evolution which is caused by an internal action and occurs with probability p. In this paper, however, we do not resolve any probabilistic choice in intermediate steps but instead keep the probability information all the time. The motivation for us to make such a design decision is as follows. First, transitions defined in this way make our operational semantics much simpler and more CCSlike; second, it gives us a convenient way to define combined transitions (resp. combined weak transitions) which are obtained by probabilistically taking different transitions with the same source configuration and the same actions (resp. observable actions). That is, the nondeterminism resulting from the non-probabilistic choice '+' can be resolved in a probabilistic manner. This is exactly the basis of strong bisimulation and weak bisimulation defined in this paper. Finally, by defining transitions in this way, many notions and techniques introduced in [29] and [30] for classical probabilistic processes can be extended to investigate the properties of probabilistic bisimulations between quantum processes.
The second difference between our approach of semantics and the previous ones is the ways of dealing with quantum input, quantum output, and quantum communication. The quantum input rule presented in [16] can only describe the case when the input system is initially not correlated with the systems the process holds. We introduce a new inference rule in this paper to deal with the general case where these systems are correlated. The rule for quantum output is also refined to keep track of possible correlation between an output system and the retained systems. As a consequence, the quantum communication rule in our qCCS has a very simple and CCSlike form. Note that in [10] , no rules for quantum input and output were introduced because the authors took the viewpoint that any input action is necessarily accompanied with an output action (no matter from another process or the environment). However, we still think it necessary to present rules describing input and output, since they give us a compositional way to describe quantum communication between different components.
The main contribution of this paper is a new notion of (strong and weak) probabilistic bisimulation between quantum processes. As mentioned above, Lalire [19] has proposed a notion of probabilistic branching bisimulation. Our bisimulations, however, are based on different probabilistic labeled transition system and motivated by different considerations: First, for two bisimilar configurations, any action performed by one configuration can be simulated by a combined action of the other. That is, different transitions with the same source configuration and the same action can be chosen simultaneously with different probabilities to simulate a single transition. Second, the final states of the quantum contexts when all matching actions have been executed must be the same for two configurations to be bisimilar. We add this requirement because unitary transformations and measurements are both considered as internal actions, and the effects of these kinds of actions can be fully reflected only by the state change of quantum contexts. Finally, note that in qCCS, a transition from a configuration generally leads to a finite-support distribution over configurations, and from each resulted configuration, different configurations can again be derived with probabilities. As a consequence, the execution of a sequence of actions from a quantum configuration typically forms a tree rather than a linear path as in classical non-probabilistic case; any internal actions along any branch of the tree should be ignored when weak probabilistic bisimulation is concerned.
Overview of this paper
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review some basic notions from linear algebra and quantum mechanics which will be used in this paper. The syntax and operational semantics of qCCS are presented in Section 3. First, we define inductively quantum processes and at the same time free quantum variables associated with each process. Then the notion of configuration is introduced in which free quantum variables are instantiated by the accompanied quantum context. The operational semantics of qCCS is given in terms of probabilistic labeled transition system consisting of configurations. To show the expressive power of qCCS, we describe the well-known quantum teleportation protocol with qCCS and show that it indeed teleports any qubit from one party to another. Finally, ordinary one-step transitions are extended to combined multi-step transitions by probabilistically taking different transitions at each intermediate step.
Sections 4 and 5 are the main parts of the present paper. We define the notions of strong and weak probabilistic bisimulations between configurations and then lift them to bisimulations between quantum processes. Some properties of these two bisimulations are also derived. Particularly, we show that probabilistic bisimilarity is the largest probabilistic bisimulation on Con; a weak version of the congruence property is proved in which bisimilarity of P and Q implies bisimilarity of P R and Q R for any quantum process R, if either P and Q are free of quantum input or R is free of unitary transformation and quantum measurement. An example is also presented to show why the standard proof technique for establishing the preservation of bisimilarity under parallel combinator in classical CCS cannot be used to prove the result in general quantum case when the (non-commutative) quantum operations performed by parallel processes can be interweaved, although it works well in the two special cases mentioned above.
Section 6 is the concluding section in which we outline the main results and point out some problems for further study.
Preliminaries
For convenience of the reader, we briefly recall some basic notions from linear algebra and quantum theory which are needed in the sequel. We refer to [24] for more details.
Basic linear algebra
A Hilbert space H is a vector space equipped with an inner product which in turn is a mapping ·|· : H × H → C satisfying the following properties:
(1) | 0 for any | ∈ H, with equality if and only if | = 0;
where C is the set of complex numbers, and for each ∈ C , * stands for the complex conjugate of . For any vector | ∈ H, its length ||| || is defined to be √ | , and it is said to be normalized if ||| || = 1. Two vectors | and | are orthogonal if | = 0. An orthonormal basis of a Hilbert space H is a basis {|i } where each |i is normalized and any pair of them are orthogonal. Let L(H) be the set of linear operators on H. For any A ∈ L(H), we have the following definitions:
(1) A non-zero vector | ∈ H is an eigenvector of A with the corresponding eigenvalue ∈ C if A| = | . We write spec(A) for the set of eigenvalues of A, and call it the spectrum of A. (2) A is Hermitian if A † = A where A † is the adjoint operator of A such that |A † | = |A| * for any | , | ∈ H. The fundamental spectrum theorem states that the set of all normalized eigenvectors of a Hermitian operator in L(H) contains an orthonormal basis for H. That is, there exists a so-called spectral decomposition for each Hermitian A such that
where the set {|i } constitutes an orthonormal basis of H, and P i = j:A|j = i |j |j j| is the projector to the corresponding eigenspace of i . 
The trace of A is defined as tr(A) = i i|A|i for some given orthonormal basis {|i } of H. It is worth noting that trace function is actually independent of the orthonormal basis selected. It is also easy to check that trace function is linear and tr(AB) = tr(BA) for any operators A, B ∈ L(H).
Let H 1 and H 2 be two Hilbert spaces of dimensions n 1 and n 2 , respectively. Then their tensor product H 1 ⊗ H 2 is defined as an n 1 n 2 -dimensional vector space consisting of linear combinations of the vectors
Here the tensor product of two vectors is defined by a new vector such that
Then H 1 ⊗ H 2 is also a Hilbert space where the inner product is defined as the following: for any
where ·|· H i is the inner product of 
Basic quantum mechanics
According to von Neumann's formalism of quantum mechanics [34] , an isolated physical system is associated with a (finite-dimensional) Hilbert space which is called the state space of the system. A pure state of a quantum system is a normalized vector in its state space, and a mixed state is represented by a density operator. Here a density operator on Hilbert space H is a positive linear operator such that tr( ) = 1. Another equivalent representation of density operator is probabilistic ensemble of pure states. In particular, given an ensemble {(p i , | i )} where p i 0, i p i = 1, and | i are pure states, = i p i | i i | is a density operator. Conversely, each density operator can be generated by an ensemble of pure states in this way. In this paper, we denote by D(H) the set of density operators on Hilbert space H.
The evolution of a closed quantum system is described by a unitary operator on its state space: if the states of the system at times t 1 and t 2 are 1 and 2 , respectively, then 2 = U 1 U † for some unitary operator U which depends only on t 1 and t 2 . In particular, if 1 and 2 are pure states | 1 and | 2 , respectively, then we have
Observation of a quantum system is a quantum measurement represented by a Hermitian operator M on the associated state space. Suppose M has the spectral decomposition M = m mP m , where P m is the projector onto the eigenspace of M associated with eigenvalue m. Then the probability of obtaining measurement result m when the system is initially in the state is p m = tr(P m ), and if p m > 0 then the post-measurement state of the system given the outcome m becomes
For the case that is a pure state | , we have p m = |P m | , and the post-measurement state is
The state space of a composite system (for example, a quantum system consisting of many qubits) is the tensor product of the state spaces of its components. For a mixed state on H 1 ⊗ H 2 , the partial traces of have explicit physical meanings: the density operators tr H 1 ( ) and tr H 2 ( ) are exactly the reduced quantum states of on the second and the first component system, respectively. Note that in general, the state of a composite system cannot be decomposed into tensor product of the reduced states on its component systems. A well-known example is the so-called EPR state
in 2-qubit system. This kind of states is called entangled states. To see the weirdness of entanglement, suppose a measurement M = 0 |0 0| + 1 |1 1| is applied on the first qubit of the EPR state. Then after the measurement, the second qubit will definitely collapse into state |0 or |1 depending on whether the outcome 0 or 1 is observed. In other words, the measurement on the first qubit changes the state of the second qubit in a way. This is an outstanding feature of quantum mechanics which has no counterpart in classical world, and is the key to many quantum information processing tasks such as teleportation [3] and superdense coding [4] .
Quantum no-cloning theorem
Classical information can be arbitrarily cloned. However, the linearity of quantum operations prohibits the possibility of perfectly cloning an unknown quantum state [35] . The formal argument goes as follows. Suppose a quantum cloning device is possible, i.e. there is a physically realizable procedure such that the transformation
holds for any | ∈ H. Here | is a standard state which is independent of | . In particular, for two orthogonal states |0 and |1 , we have |0 | −→ |0 |0 and |1 | −→ |1 |1 . Now let | = |0 + ÿ|1 . Because of the linearity of quantum operations imposed by basic principles of quantum mechanics, we have
On the other hand, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
Comparing the right-hand sides of Eqs. (2) and (3), we deduce that = 0 or ÿ = 0. That is, the universal cloning procedure presented in Eq. (1) does not exist. This is the well-known quantum no-cloning theorem. Quantum no-cloning theorem has been shown to be connected with some other no-go principles such as no-signaling principle which states that signals can not be sent faster than the speed of light [6, 11] . No-cloning theorem was also used to argue for the security of quantum cryptography [2] . In the scenario of communication, because unknown quantum states can not be perfectly cloned, transferring of quantum datum must be done by sending the physical system which carries the information, unless the datum to be transmitted is already known to the sender. This is in sharp contrast with the case in classical world where to send an unknown datum, one need only produce a copy of it and then transmit the copy. The sender needs not know the classical datum since perfect cloning is always possible.
Basic definitions of qCCS
In this section, we give the basic definitions of qCCS. Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 are devoted to the syntax and the operational semantics,respectively. In subsection 3.3, we extend ordinary one-step transitions to combined multi-step transitions.
Syntax
For the sake of simplicity, we consider only two types of data: the set of real numbers Real for classical data, and the set of qubits Qbt for quantum data. We denote by cVar (ranged over by x, y, . . .) and qVar (ranged over by q, r, . . .) the set of classical variables on Real and quantum variables on Qbt, respectively. The set of expressions with the value domain Real is denoted by Exp and ranged over by e. Let cChan be the set of classical channel names, ranged over by c, d, . . ., and qChan the set of quantum channel names, ranged over by c, d, . . .. Let Chan = cChan ∪ qChan. A relabeling function f is a one to one function from Chan to Chan such that f(cChan) ⊆ cChan and f(qChan) ⊆ qChan.
From these notations, we now propose the syntax of qCCS as follows. For simplicity, we often abbreviate the indexed set {q 1 , . . . , q n } toq when q 1 , . . . , q n are distinct quantum variables and the dimension n is understood.
Definition 1 (quantum process).
The set of quantum processes qProc and the free quantum variable function qv : qProc → 2 qVar are defined inductively by the following formation rules:
(1) nil ∈ qProc, and qv(nil) = ∅; (2) c?x.P ∈ qProc, and qv(c?x.P) = qv(P); (3) c!e.P ∈ qProc, and qv(c!e.P) = qv(P); (4) c?q.P ∈ qProc, and qv(c?q.P) = qv(P) − {q}; (5) If q ∈ qv(P) then c!q.P ∈ qProc, and qv(c!q.P) = qv(P) ∪ {q}; (6) U [q].P ∈ qProc, and qv(U [q].P) = qv(P) ∪q;
∈ qProc, and qv(P [f ]) = qv(P); (11) P \L ∈ qProc, and qv(P \L) = qv(P); (12) if b then P ∈ qProc, and qv(if b then P) = qv(P), where P , Q ∈ qProc, c ∈ cChan, x, y ∈ cVar, c ∈ qChan, q, q 1 , . . . , q n ∈ qVar, e ∈ Exp, f is a relabeling function, L ⊆ Chan, b is a boolean-valued expression, U is a unitary operator, and M is a Hermitian operator.
The process constructs we give here are quite similar to those in classical CCS, and they also have similar intuitive meanings: nil stands for a process which does not perform any action; c?x and c!e are, respectively, classical input and classical output, while c?q and c!q are their quantum counterparts. U [q] denotes the action of performing a unitary transformation U on the qubitsq while M [q; x] measures the qubitsq according to M and stores the measurement outcome into the classical variable x. + models nondeterministic choice: P + Q behaves like either P or Q depending on the choice of the environment. denotes the usual parallel composition. The operators \L and [f ] model restriction and relabeling, respectively: P \L behaves like P as long as any action through the channels in L is forbidden, and P [f ] behaves like P where each channel name is replaced by its image under the relabeling function f . Finally, if b then P is the standard conditional choice where P can be executed only if b is true.
For any quantum process P , qv(P) is exactly the set of quantum variables which P can reference. Note that in the process c!q.P , the assumption q ∈ qv(P) guarantees that a quantum system will not be referenced after it has been output. This is a requirement of quantum no-cloning theorem. For the same reason, we assume q 1 , . . . , q n distinct in U [q].P and M [q; x].P (Recall that the notationq implies that q 1 , . . . , q n are distinct). Furthermore, since we intend to use parallel combinator to model separate parties which can perform actions locally on their own systems and communicate with each other through channels, the assumption qv(P) ∩ qv(Q) = ∅ guarantees that P and Q will never reference a quantum system simultaneously.
The notion of free classical variables in quantum processes can be defined in the usual way with a unique modification that quantum measurement M [q; x] has binding power on x. A quantum process P is closed if it contains no free classical variables, i.e., fv(P) = ∅.
Operational semantics of qCCS
To present the operational semantics of qCCS, we first introduce the notion of configuration. Note that for any P ∈ qProc with fv(P) ⊆ {x 1 , . . . , x n } and any indexed setv = {v 1 , . . . , v n } of real values, the process P [v/x] obtained by instantiating classical variablesx withv is closed. The following definition introduces a corresponding instantiation for free quantum variables. Similar notions were also presented in [16] and [10] in a somewhat different way.
Definition 2 (Configuration).
For any closed quantum process P , if qv(P) ⊆q then a pair of the form
is called a configuration, where is a density operator in 2 n -dimensional Hilbert space and n is the length ofq. The set of configurations is denoted by Con and ranged over by C, D, . . .. In the configuration C =< P ;q = >, 'q = ' is called the quantum context of C and denoted Context(C).
Intuitively, quantum context describes the 'quantum environment' in which a process lives. All of the quantum systems which a process can reference must be included in the accompanied quantum context.
Let D(Con) be the set of finite-support probability distributions over Con, i.e.
for finitely many C, and
For any ∈ D(Con), we denote by supp( ) the support set of , i.e. the set of configurations C such that (C) > 0. When is a simple distribution such that supp( ) = {C} for some C, we abuse the notation slightly to denote by C. Just as in [16] and [10] , sometimes we find it convenient to denote a distribution ∈ D(Con) by an
p i i (D). It is obvious that supp( i p i i ) = i supp( i ).
As usual, the operational semantics of qCCS is given in terms of probabilistic labeled transition system. Let
where is the silent action, and D(H 2 ) is the set of density operators on a 2-dimensional Hilbert space. Then the semantics of qCCS is given by the probabilistic labeled transition system (Con, Act, →), where →⊆ Con × Act × D(Con) is the smallest relation satisfying the rules defined in Definitions 3.3 through 3.13. (For brevity, we write C → instead of (C, , ) ∈→).
Definition 3 (Classical rules).

C-Inp :
< c?x.P ; C > c?v
where v is the value of e C-Com :
These three rules describe the passing of classical messages; they are almost the same as in classical valuepassing CCS. Contexts remain untouched in these rules since they include only the accompanied quantum systems, which will not be changed by classical input and output. Other classical rules are incorporated into Definitions 3.9 through 3.13 below.
Definition 4 (Quantum-input rules).
Q-Inp1 :
< c?q.P ;q = > c?r:
where r ∈q and ∈ D(H 2 ) Q-Inp2 : < c?q.P ;q = > c?r
where r ∈q − qv(c?q.P)
In [16] , only a rule similar to the first one was presented for quantum input. This rule makes sense when the input system (denoted by the quantum variable r) is initially not correlated (neither entangled nor classically correlated) with the quantum systems inq. However, one of the essential features which distinguish quantum mechanics from classical mechanics is that different systems can lie in an entangled state which can not be determined by the reduced states of individual systems. This argument leads naturally to the following inference rule:
→ < P [r/q]; r,q = > where r ∈q, trq( ) = , and tr r ( ) = .
Any quantum input can be characterized by this rule since no constraints are made on the new state except tr r ( ) = which means that the state of initial systems remains untouched. This rule is, however, also problematic. First, it is not image-finite in the sense that from the source configuration < c?q.P ;q = > and the action c?r : , there are infinitely many derived configurations which satisfy the rule. Second, in general the effect of this transition on the accompanied context is not a super-operator independent of . This will make some proofs in Sections 4 and 5 infeasible.
In consideration of the above arguments, we present rules Q-Inp1 and Q-Inp2 which describe the input of a qubit from the outside and the inside of the context, respectively. Note that the context is kept untouched in rule Q-Inp2. The intuition behind is that when the system to be input has already been described in the context, the input action is merely a declaration that the process can reference this system, which of course does not change the state of the whole system.
Definition 5 (Quantum-output rule).
Q-Qutp :
< c!q.P ;q = > c!q
The quantum output rule presented in [16] was of the following form (rewritten with our notations):
with the intuition that we do not care about the state of a quantum system when it has been output. The information about how the output system is correlated with the systems remained in the context is, however, totally lost; problems will arise if we input again the system which was just output. The Q-Outp rule presented above can deal with this problem since the quantum context remains unchanged so that any information is kept.
Definition 6 (Unitary transformation rule).
Unit :
where Ur Ur † denotes the application of unitary transformation U on the system consisting ofr. To be specific, let length(r) = k and length(q) = n. Then Ur = r † (U ⊗ I ⊗(n−k) ) r where r is a permutation which places r 1 , . . . , r k at the head ofq, and I is the identity transformation. Similar notations were also introduced in [16] .
In our framework of qCCS, performing a unitary transformation is modeled by a -action which is unobservable from outside. The same treatment is applied to measurement on quantum systems.
Definition 7 (Measurement rule).
Meas
where M is a Hermitian operator with the spectral decomposition M = i∈I i P i , P i,r denotes the projection P i performed on the system consisting ofr, i.e., P i,r = r † (P i ⊗ I ⊗(n−k) ) r , and p i = tr(P i,r ).
Definition 8 (Quantum-communication rule).
Q-Com :
It may be surprising at first glance that there is no communication rule in which the participating action of either parallel process is of the form c?r : . In other words, quantum input from outside the accompanied context cannot lead to quantum communication. The reason is as follows. To make < P 1 P 2 ; C > a valid configuration, the context C must involve all the free quantum variables occur in P 1 and P 2 . As a consequence, any qubit which will be input by P 1 or P 2 during the quantum communication between them is from the context C.
Definition 9 (Interleaving rules).
Inp-Int :
< P 1 ; C > c?r
where r ∈ qv(P 2 )
where r ∈ qv(P 1 )
Oth-Int :
where is not of the form c?r
The side conditions r ∈ qv(P 2 ) and r ∈ qv(P 1 ) in Inp-Int rules are presented to exclude the possibility that one process inputs a qubit which is referencing by another parallel process. Other interleaving rules, including those dealing with quantum output and classical actions, are incorporated into Oth-Int rules.
The following rules are similar to their classical counterparts.
Definition 10 (Summation rule).
Sum :
Definition 11 (Relabeling rule).
Rel :
Here we extend the definition of relabeling function to actions in an obvious way.
Definition 12 (Restriction rule).
Res :
Here the function cn returns the channel name used by an action.
Definition 13 (Choice rule).
Cho:
where b is true
When b is false then the configuration < if b then P ; C > cannot perform any action.
The following lemma can be easily observed from the inference rules defined above. . We now present a simple example to show the expressive power of our qCCS. This example is concerned with quantum teleportation [3] , a famous protocol in quantum information theory which can make use of an entangled state shared between the sender and the receiver to teleport an unknown quantum state by sending only classical information. This example was also considered in [16] and [10] .
Let M be a 2-qubit measurement such that M = 3 i=0 i |ĩ ĩ |, whereĩ is the binary expansion of i. Let CNOT , H , and i , i = 0, . . . , 3 be as defined in Section 2. Then the participating quantum processes in teleportation protocol are defined as follows:
where The transition graph of the configuration
is shown in Fig. 1 whereq is the abbreviation of the indexed set {q, q 1 , q 2 }, and for any pure state | , [| ] is the abbreviation of | |. Note that in the whole procedure, Alice holds the qubits q and q 1 while Bob holds q 2 . So the process Telep indeed teleports the quantum state |0 + ÿ|1 from Alice's side to Bob's side with the aid of an EPR state.
Combined transitions
There are two kinds of nondeterminism in qCCS: non-probabilistic nondeterminism caused by summation combinator '+' and probabilistic nondeterminism caused by quantum measurements. To define probabilistic bisimulations between quantum processes, we need a way to resolve the first kind of nondeterminism numerically. This is achieved in [19, 20] by treating non-probabilistic nondeterminism as equiprobability. In this paper, however, motivated by [29] and [30] , we adopt a more flexible way of allowing combining different nondeterministic choices in any probabilistic way. To achieve this goal, a notion of adversary is introduced. With the help of adversaries, we extend ordinary transitions to combined transitions (resp. combined weak transitions) which is the basis of strong probabilistic bisimulation (resp. weak probabilistic bisimulation) defined later. Some definitions in this subsection are motivated by or borrowed directly from [29] and [30] where classical probabilistic processes were considered. The set of all execution fragments is denoted by frag. For any f ∈ frag, we let Pre(f) be the set of execution fragments which are prefixes of f .
Definition 17.
An adversary A is a function from execution fragments to finite-support distributions over transitions, i.e.
Intuitively, an adversary provides a mechanism to resolve nondeterminism probabilistically by deciding next transition based on the execution history.
We denote by P i A (f) = j∈J i p j j (C i+1 ) the probability of the i-th choice in f according to the adversary A.
For any adversary A, let F A C→D be the set of execution fragments with head C and tail D which coincide with
C→D , then we denote by
the probability of the execution fragment f according to A. When f does not coincide with A, we simply let
With the above definitions, we are now ready to define the notions of combined transitions.
Definition 19.
For any C ∈ Con, s = 1 . . . n ∈ Act * , and ∈ D(Con), we say that C can evolve into by a combined (resp. a combined weak) s-transition, denoted by C
, if there exists an adversary A such that for any D ∈ supp( ),
C→D , the string ÿ 1 . . . ÿ m = s (resp. ÿ 1 . . . ÿ m has the form * 1 * . . . * n * ).
In the following, we prove two lemmas which are useful for the next sections. The first lemma shows that any convex combination of combined s-transitions is also a combined s-transition.
Proof. We only prove the result for combined weak transitions in the case of n = 2. The general case can be proved similarly by induction.
Suppose an adversary corresponding to C
We construct a new adversary A, which will be proven to be a corresponding adversary of C s ⇒ C , as follows. For any f ∈ frag,
Note that P A (C) = 1 for any adversary A and any C ∈ Con, and P A (f) is dependent only on the set {A(
The definition Eq. (5) is meaningful and is an inductive one. Now we show that for any f ∈ frag with head(f) = C,
by induction on the structure of f . When f = C, we have
Now suppose Eq. (6) holds for
, there are two cases to consider.
(i) P A (f) = 0. Then from Eq. (6) we also find that P A 1 (f) = P A 2 (f) = 0. So we have P A (f ) = P A 1 (f ) = P A 2 (f ) = 0, and Eq. (6) holds trivially for f . (ii) P A (f) / = 0. In this case, we derive that
Here for the second equality, we have used the fact
which is direct from Eq. (6) and the observation that f ∈ F A C→D if and only if P A (f) > 0. Furthermore, from Eq. 
Proof. We only prove the result for combined weak transitions. (1) is obvious. To prove (2), for any C ∈ supp( i ), let J C = {j ∈ I | ÿ j = ÿ i and j (C ) > 0}, r C = j∈J C p j j (C ), and C ∈ D(Con) such that for any D ∈ Con,
Here {| . . . |} stands for the multi-set brackets. Let s = s or 2 . . . n depending on whether ÿ i = or 1 . Then ÿ i s = s as required. We now prove C s ⇒ C C by constructing a corresponding adversary A C as follows. For any f ∈ frag, let
Then when head(f) = C , we have P A (Cÿ i f) = r C P A C (f ). Thus for any
Finally, to prove (3), we need only to check that for any D ∈ Con,
where I C = {i ∈ I : i (C ) > 0}.
To illustrate the definitions and lemmas in this subsection, we present a simple example as follows.
Example 22. Suppose M 0,1 = 0 |0 0| + 1 |1 1| is a 1-qubit measurement according to the computational basis, H is the Hadarmard transformation, and |± = (|0 ± |1 )/ √ 2. Let
.c!q.nil + c!q.nil be a quantum process which can either perform sequentially the measurement M 0,1 and the transformation H on q before outputing q, or output q directly. Now consider the configuration
The transition graph of C can be depicted as where
Then by taking an adversary A 1 such that
and
we have the combined (weak) transitions
On the other hand, the adversary A 2 satisfying A 2 (C) = (C, c!q, C 5 ) leads to the combined weak transition C 
by combining the above two weak c!q-transitions. The corresponding adversary A is constructed as , C 3 ) , . . . .
Strong probabilistic bisimulation between quantum processes
This section is devoted to the notion of strong probabilistic bisimulation between quantum processes and its properties such as congruence under various combinators.
Given an equivalence relation R ⊆ Con × Con, two distributions and on Con are said to be equivalent under R, denoted by ≡ R , if for any equivalence class M ∈ Con/R it holds (M) = (M). Two quantum contextsq = andr = are equal if there exists a permutation such that (q) =r and at the same time † = . We denote C if there exists no ∈ D(Con) such that C → ; we simply write C if C for all ∈ Act. Definition 23. An equivalence relation R ⊆ Con × Con is a strong probabilistic bisimulation if for any C, D ∈ Con, (C, D) ∈ R implies that (1) whenever C → for some and , there exists such that D → C and ≡ R , (2) 
if C , then Contex(C) = Contex(D).
As mentioned in Section 1, one of the purposes of qCCS is to provide a theoretical framework to describe quantum concurrent systems such as quantum cryptographic protocols. As a consequence, not only the observable actions but also the quantum operations such as unitary transformations and measurements performed by processes must be taken into consideration when bisimulation relations are investigated. For example, we cannot in any sense regard a quantum process which can merely sequentially perform 5 actions and then terminates as bisimilar to the teleportation process Telep defined in Example 3.1. Furthermore, because of the possible entanglement between different quantum systems, the effect of quantum operations can be fully reflected only by state change of the whole quantum context. This is the reason why we need clause (2) in Definition 23. The clause (1) is originated from [21] and [29] . We usually omit the subscripts of ∼ c and ∼ p when no confusion arises.
The difference between our notion of probabilistic bisimulation and the probabilistic branching bisimulation defined in [19, 20] can be best illustrated by the following example. Note that in the sense of probabilistic branching bisimulation presented in [19, 20] , the configurations C and D are also bisimilar. But the reason is that state change of contexts caused by quantum operations is not considered there. As a consequence, the configurations C 1 and C 2 , which are not bisimilar in our sense of bisimulation, are treated to be bisimilar in [19, 20] .
In the following, we derive some properties of strong probabilistic bisimulation. The proofs are similar to but much simpler than those of the corresponding results for weak probabilistic bisimulation in the next section except for Theorem 28 (2), so we omit them here. Proof. The cases other than (2) are simpler than the counterparts for weak probabilistic bisimulation. In the following, we prove (2) by showing a stronger result: for any contexts C and D, if
Herex is the set of free classical variables contained in processes P i and Q i .
Suppose 
Weak probabilistic bisimulation between quantum processes
As in classical CCS, the notion of weak probabilistic bisimulation which abstracts from unobservable internal actions is more useful in implementation and verification. In this section, based on the notion of combined weak transition introduced in Section 3.3, we present weak probabilistic bisimulation for our qCCS. The following lemma shows that the ordinary transition in clause (1) of the above definition can be strengthened to combined weak transition. 
It is now direct to check that
Finally, we show that ≡ R . For any M ∈ Con/R,
Here the third equality is due to the fact that Since the union of equivalence relations is not necessarily an equivalence relation, the union of weak probabilistic bisimulations is not necessarily a weak probabilistic bisimulation either. Nevertheless, we can prove that the reflexive and transitive closure of the union of weak probabilistic bisimulations is also a weak probabilistic bisimulation.
Theorem 33. If R i , i ∈ I , is a collection of weak probabilistic bisimulations on Con, then their reflexive and transitive closure (∪ i R i ) * is also a weak probabilistic bisimulation.
Proof. By definition, R i is symmetric for any i ∈ I . So (∪ i R i ) * is also symmetric and hence an equivalence relation. Now suppose (C, D) ∈ (∪ i R i ) * . Then there exist an integer n and a series of configurations C 0 , . . . , C n such that C 0 = C, C n = D, and (C i , C i+1 ) ∈ R k i for some k i ∈ I , i = 0, . . . , n − 1. There are two cases we should consider:
(i) C → 0 for some and 0 . Then from CR k 0 C 1 , there exists 1 such that
for any M 0 ∈ Con/R k 0 . Furthermore, from C 1 R k 1 C 2 and Lemma 31, we have C 2 ⇒ C 2 for some 2 , and We usually omit the subscripts of ≈ c and ≈ p when no confusion arises.
We now show that the weak bisimilarity relation ≈ is a weak probabilistic bisimulation; it is in fact the largest weak probabilistic bisimulation on Con.
Corollary 35. ≈ is a weak probabilistic bisimulation on Con.
Proof. By definition, we have ≈= {R | R is a weak probabilistic bisimulation on Con}.
From Theorem 33, the reflexive and transitive closure ≈ * is also a weak probabilistic bisimulation. Hence, ≈ * ⊆≈.
On the other hand, we have obviously ≈⊆≈ * . So we derive that ≈=≈ * , and then ≈ is also a weak probabilistic bisimulation.
The next theorem gives us a necessary and sufficient condition to decide whether a pair of configurations are weakly bisimilar. Proof. First, we define a new relation ≈ on Con such that C ≈ D if and only if for any s ∈ Act * , the conditions (1), (2), and (3) hold. It is obvious that ≈ is an equivalence relation. Furthermore, from Corollary 35 and Lemma 31, we have ≈⊆≈ . Then ≈ is also a weak probabilistic bisimulation on Con since ≡ ≈ implies ≡ ≈ . Hence, we have ≈ ⊆≈ and then ≈=≈ .
Congruence of weak probabilistic bisimilarity
This subsection is devoted to the congruence property of weak probabilistic bisimilarity.
Lemma 37. If P ≈ Q, then P [r/q] ≈ Q[r/q] for any r ∈ qv(P) ∪ qv(Q).
Proof. It is direct to check that for any quantum contexts C and D, < P [r/q]; C >≈< Q[r/q]; D > if and only if < P ; C[q /q][q/r] >≈< Q; D[q /q][q/r] > where q ∈ qv(C) ∪ qv(D).
Then the lemma follows. (
Furthermore, for any N ∈ Con/ ≈, For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of this subsection we only consider closed quantum processes. The same results can be extended easily to the case of quantum processes with free classical variables.
and R = (R ∪ ≈) * be the equivalence closure (i.e. the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure) of R ∪ ≈. We prove in the following that R is a weak probabilistic bisimulation on Con.
We may assume that (C, D) ∈ R because the extension to the equivalence closure is straightforward. So we can suppose further that C =< P 
By the assumption that < P ; C >≈< Q; D >, we have
Then by Rel rule, it holds that
and furthermore, ≡ R by the fact that 1 ≡ ≈ 1 and the definition of R. From (i) and (ii) we know that R is a weak probabilistic bisimulation on Con. Since P ≈ Q, we have < P ; C >≈< Q; C > for any quantum context C, and so (< P Proof. Obvious.
Theorems 38 -40 imply that weak probabilistic bisimilarity is preserved by prefix, relabeling, and conditional choice. However, it is not preserved by restriction. An example is as follows. Let
It is easy to check that P ≈ Q but P \{c} ≈ Q\{c}. Now we turn to the congruence property of weak probabilistic bisimilarity under the parallel combinator. First, we have some lemmas.
Lemma 41. For any configuration < P ;q = > and any super-operator E acting on Hq −qv(P) , we have 
is not of the form c?r : .
Proof.
(1) is obvious. For (2), we need only to prove the case where = and the transition is due to a measurement. In this case, if < P ;q = > → p i • < P i ;q = i >, then i = P i,r P i,r /p i for some projector P i,r and p i = tr(P i,r ), wherer ⊆ qv(P). So we have
Notice that E is acting on Hq −qv(P) andr ⊆ qv(P). We deduce that
and P i,r E( )P i,r /q i = E(P i,r P i,r /q i ). That completes the proof of the necessity part. The proof of the sufficiency part is similar.
Lemma 42. If < P ;q = >≈< Q;q = >, thenq =q , and trr = trr wherer = qv(P) ∪ qv(Q).
Proof. Suppose G 1 and G 2 are the transition graphs of < P ;q = > and < Q;q = >, respectively. Take a leaf < P ; C > (so < P ; C > ) of G 1 such that there exists a directed path from < P ;q = > to < P ; C > along which none of the actions has the form c?q. Intuitively, this path denotes an execution where any quantum input action is realized by inputting a new qubit from outside the context. As a result, the quantum system in q − qv(P) is kept untouched in this path. From the assumption that < P ;q = >≈< Q;q = >, we can find a leaf < Q ; D > of G 2 such that < P ; C >≈< Q ; D > (so C = D ), and furthermore, there exists a directed path from < Q;q = > to < Q ; D > which has the same observable actions as the path taken in G 1 . Notice that the set of quantum variables in the accompanied context cannot be changed by actions. We deduceq =q from the fact that C = D . Furthermore, we can show trr = trr since the quantum systems outsider are untouched during these two execution paths.
Lemma 43. Suppose < P ;q = >≈< Q;q = >, r ∈q and ∈ D(H 2 ). Then (1) < P ; r,q = ⊗ >≈< Q; r,q = ⊗ >, (2) If P and Q are free of quantum input and E is a super-operator acting on Hq −qv(P)−qv(Q) , then < P ; r,q = ⊗ E( ) >≈< Q; r,q = ⊗ E( ) > .
Proof. We only prove (1). The proof of (2) is simpler since P and Q are free of quantum input and as a result, the super-operator E commutes with the quantum operations performed by P and Q. Let R = {(< P ; r,q = ⊗ >, < Q; r,q = ⊗ >) | < P ;q = >≈< Q;q = >, r ∈q, and ∈ D(H 2 )}.
We prove in the following that R = (R ∪ ≈) * is a weak probabilistic bisimulation. Suppose (C, D) ∈ R. We may assume further that C =< P ; r,q = ⊗ > and D =< Q; r,q = ⊗ > for some < P ;q = >≈< Q;q = >, r ∈q, and ∈ D(H 2 ). (ii) If < P ; r,q = ⊗ > and < Q; r,q = ⊗ > , then we have < P ;q = > and < Q;q = > . Hence, = from the assumption that < P ;q = >≈< Q;q = >, and then ⊗ = ⊗ .
From (i) and (ii) we know that R is a weak probabilistic bisimulation on Con. That completes the proof of (1).
From the above lemmas, we are now ready to prove that weak probabilistic bisimilarity is preserved by the parallel combinator in two special cases, as the following two theorems state.
Theorem 44. If P ≈ Q, and P and Q are free of quantum input, then P R ≈ Q R.
Proof. Let R = {(< P R;q = E( ) >, < Q R;q = E( ) >) | < P ;q = >≈< Q;q = >, P and Q are free of quantum input, and E is a super-operator on Hq −qv(P)−qv(Q) }.
We prove in the following that R = (R ∪ ≈) * is a weak probabilistic bisimulation. Let (< P R;q = E( ) >, < Q R;q = E( ) >) ∈ R .
(i) Suppose < P R;q = E( ) > → . Since P is free of quantum input, we have four cases to consider. Case 1: There exists a transition < P ;q = > → 1 = p i • < P i ;q = i > where qv(P i ) ⊆ qv(P) for each i, and
Here we have used Lemma 41 (2) . From the assumption < P ;q = >≈< Q;q = >, it holds that < Q;q = > ⇒ C 1 = q j • < Q j ;q = j > and 1 ≡ ≈ 1 . Using Lemma 41 (2) again, we derive
and ≡ R from the fact that qv(P i ) ⊆ qv(P) for each i, 1 ≡ ≈ 1 , and the definition of R. Case 2: There exists a transition < R;q = E( ) > c?r:
→ < R ; r,q = ⊗ E( ) > for some c ∈ qChan, r ∈q, ∈ D(H 2 ), and =< P R ; r,q = ⊗ E( ) >. Then from Q-Inp1 and Inp-Int rules, we have
→ < R ; r,q = ⊗ E( ) > and so
Furthermore, we can prove (< P R ; r,q = ⊗ E( ) >, < Q R ; r,q = ⊗ E( ) >) ∈ R by Lemma 43 (2). Case 3: There exists a transition 
Notice that for any i, we have (< P R i ;q = E i (E( )) >, < Q R i ;q = E i (E( )) >) ∈ R since the composite map E i • E is also a super-operator acting on Hq −qv(P)−qv(Q) . Then it follows that ≡ R . Case 4: = , and the action is caused by a communication between P and R. Without loss of any generality, we assume that
where qv(P ) = qv(P) and = < P R ;q = E( ) >. Then < P ;q = > c?v → < P ;q = >, and from the assumption < P ;q = >≈< Q;q = >, we derive that
;q = i >, and for any i, < P ;q = >≈< Q i ;q = i > .
by using C-Com rule. Furthermore, we have ≡ R since (< P R ;q = E( ) >, < Q i R ;q = E( i ) >) ∈ R for each i, which in turn can be be proved by the facts that qv(P ) = qv(P) and < P ;q = >≈< Q i ;q = i >.
(ii) If < P R;q = E( ) > and < Q R;q = E( ) > , then we have < P ;q = > and < Q; q = > . Hence, = from the assumption < P ;q = >≈< Q;q = >. So we derive E( ) = E( ).
From (i) and (ii) we know that R is a weak probabilistic bisimulation on Con. For any quantum context q = , by P ≈ Q we have < P ;q = >≈< Q;q = > and then (< P R;q = >, < Q R;q = >) ∈ R since the identity transformation is also a super-operator on Hq −qv(P)−qv(Q) . Then it follows that < P R;q = >≈< Q R;q = >, and so P R ≈ Q R from the arbitrariness of the context. The constraint that P and Q are free of quantum input is vital for the proof of this theorem: it guarantees that for any derivative < P ; C > (node in the transition graph) of < P ;q = >, qv(P ) ⊆ qv(P), and then, any super-operator E acting on Hq −qv(P) is also a super-operator acting on Hq −qv(P ) . As a result, any quantum unitary transformation or measurement performed by < P ; C > commutes with E. When P and Q are not free of quantum input, an example (see Example 46 below) will be presented to show why the proof technique used in this theorem fails.
Although we only consider in Theorem 44 a special case where neither P nor Q will ever have the power to input a qubit, this case covers an important scenario called LOCC (local operations and classical communication) in quantum information field. When communicating parties are spatially separated, they are usually restricted to performing local (quantum) operations on their own subsystems and transmitting classical information (say, the outcomes of measurements) to coordinate the local operations. This restriction is partially due to technological consideration: noiseless long-distance quantum communication is often very difficult to realize. LOCC restriction is also widely required in the study of quantum entanglement [23, 24] . 
Furthermore, we can prove ≡ R from 1 ≡ ≈ 1 and the definition of R. Case 2: There exists a transition < R;q = > c?r:
→ < R ; r,q = ⊗ > for some c ∈ qChan, r ∈q, ∈ D(H 2 ), and =< P R ; r,q = ⊗ >. Here we assume that C and D are of the formsq = and q = , respectively. Then from Q-Inp1 and Inp-Int rules, we have < Q R;q = > c?r:
→ < Q R ; r,q = ⊗ >, and (< P R ; r,q = ⊗ >, < Q R ; r,q = ⊗ >) ∈ R from Lemma 43 (1) and the fact that R is also free of unitary transformation and quantum measurement. 
In order to show ≡ R , we need only to prove that for any i, (< P R ; C >, < Q i R ; D i >) ∈ R, which is direct from the fact that < P ; C >≈< Q i ; D i >.
(ii) If < P R; C > and < Q R; D > , then we have < P ; C > and < Q; D > . Hence, C = D from the assumption < P ; C >≈< Q; D >.
From (i) and (ii) we know that R is a weak probabilistic bisimulation on Con. So by P ≈ Q, we can deduce that < P ; C >≈< Q; C > for any context C. Then (< P R; C >, < Q R; C >) ∈ R and hence < P R; C >≈< Q R; C >. Finally, we derive P R ≈ Q R by the arbitrariness of C.
As we know, the standard technique in classical process algebra for proving that bisimilarity is preserved by static combinators such as relabeling, restriction, and parallel combinators is to construct a relation consisting of pairs of configurations having the considered static structure, and prove that it is a bisimulation. This technique is also used in the proofs of Theorems 38, 39, and 44. It will fail, however, to prove the congruence property under parallel combinator when general quantum processes are considered. The following example illustrates how entanglement between different quantum systems and the non-commutativity of quantum operations make the technique fail. Particularly, we will construct quantum processes P , Q, R, and context C, such that < P ; C >≈< Q; C > but < P R; C > ≈< Q R; C >. is the process which inputs a qubit and then nondeterministically sets it to |0 or |1 . Let C =< P ; q = |+ +| > and D =< Q; q = |+ +| >. Then the transition graphs of C and D can be depicted respectively as where p = 0| |0 and 
Equality relation between quantum processes
As in classical process algebra, ≈ is not preserved by summation combinator '+'. To deal with it, we introduce the notion of equality between quantum processes. The only difference between the definitions of ≈ and is that in the latter D ⇒ C is replaced by D ⇒ C , i.e., the matching action for a -move has to be a real -move.
Furthermore, we lift the definition of equality to quantum processes as follows. For P , Q ∈ qProc, andx is the set of free classical variables contained in P and Q, P Q if P [v/x]; C Q[v/x]; C quantum context C and any indexed setv of values.
The following properties are direct from definition. So we omit the proofs here.
Theorem 48. P ∼ Q implies P Q, and P Q implies P ≈ Q. Finally, a congruence property similar to Theorem 28 is also satisfied by the quality relation. 
Conclusions and further work
In this paper, we propose a framework qCCS to model and reason about the behaviors of quantum concurrent systems. This framework is a natural quantum extension of classical value-passing CCS. To make qCCS consistent with the laws of quantum mechanics, some syntactical restrictions on valid quantum processes are introduced. The operational semantics of qCCS is given in terms of probabilistic labeled transition system. This semantics has many different features compared with the proposals in literature in describing input and output of quantum systems which are correlated with other systems. We make the design decision of keeping the probability information resulting from quantum measurements instead of resolving probabilistic choice in each intermediate step as was done in [16] and [10] . Based on this operational semantics, we define the notions of strong (weak) probabilistic bisimulation and equality between quantum processes and examine some properties such as congruence of them.
The congruence property we proved in this paper is, however, a weak one in which bisimilarity is preserved by the parallel combinator when some constraints are put on paralleled processes. New techniques must be invented when general processes are considered, since we have presented an example to show why standard proof techniques do not work because of the entanglement between quantum systems and the non-commutativity of quantum operations. A potential way to tackle this problem, motivated by Theorem 50, is to define a new relation, say ∼ , between quantum processes such that P ∼ Q if and only if for any R, P R ∼ Q R. Obviously we have ∼ ⊆∼, and ∼ is also an equivalence relation. Furthermore, we can show that this relation is preserved by all combinators defined in this paper except for restriction. So the problem of whether strong probabilistic bisimilarity is preserved by the parallel combinator is equivalent to the problem of whether or not ∼ =∼.
Another direction along this line is to give up the notion of bisimulation and instead search for other coarser order relations among quantum processes which are preserved by the combinators defined in this paper. For example, we can drop the symmetry of bisimulation and instead define a notion of simulation which relates processes P and Q if for any context C, each action of < P ; C > can be simulated by a (combined) action of < Q; C >, and the resulted configurations also satisfy this order relation.
Recursive definitions are very useful in modeling infinite behavior of processes. Furthermore, uniqueness of solutions of recursion equations provides a powerful tool for reasoning about the correctness of implementations with respect to specifications. However, there are some technical difficulties in introducing recursive constructs into qCCS. For example, if we allow the process defined by
to be valid, then problems will occur when we attempt to assign free quantum variables to A: on one hand, from Definition 1 (5), to make c!q.A meaningful we must have q ∈ qv(A); on the other hand, also from Definition 1 (5), we know q ∈ qv(c!q.A). This is a contradiction because we will naturally require qv(c!q.A) ⊆ qv(A) in definition equation (10) . However, the difficulty does not exist in the following recursively defined quantum process
which consequently inputs a qubit through quantum channel c, applies a predefined unitary transformation U on it, and outputs it through c. Here we can freely let qv(A) = ∅. In order to provide some useful mathematical tools for describing approximate correctness and evolution of concurrent systems, one of the authors has tried to develop topology in process algebras [37] . In particular, he and Wirsing [36] introduced the notions of -bisimulation and approximate bisimulation in CCS equipped with a metric on its set of action names, and further applied them to probabilistic processes [38] . To extend these notions to the quantum setting is a direction worthy of future investigation.
